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A B S T R A C T

Motivated by the recent synthesis of two-dimensional VI3 [Kong et al. Adv. Mater. 31, 1808074 (2019)], we investigate the effect of V doping on the magnetic and
electronic properties of monolayer VI3 by means of first-principles calculations. The dynamically stable semiconducting ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic
(AFM) phases of monolayer VI3 are found to display distinctive vibrational features that the magnetic state can be distinguished by Raman spectroscopy. In order to
clarify the effect of experimentally observed excessive V atoms, the magnetic and electronic properties of the V-doped VI3 structures are analyzed. Our findings
indicate that partially doped VI3 structures display FM ground state while the fully-doped structure exhibits AFM ground state. The fully-doped monolayer VI3 is
found to be a semiconductor with a relatively larger band gap than its pristine structure. In addition, strain-dependent electronic and magnetic properties of fully- and
partially-doped VI3 structures reveal that pristine monolayer displays a FM-to-AFM phase transition with robust semiconducting nature for 5% of compressive strain,
while fully-doped monolayer VI3 structure possesses AFM-to-FM semiconducting transition at tensile strains larger than 4%. In contrast, the partially-doped VI3
monolayers are found to display robust FM ground state under biaxial strain. Its dopant and strain tunable electronic and magnetic nature makes monolayer VI3 a
promising material for applications in nanoscale spintronic devices.

1. Introduction

Searching for magnetism at two-dimensional (2D) limit has been the
focus of interest over the past two decades since the discovery of gra-
phene [1]. Although, graphene and other synthesized 2D materials
were announced to be non-magnetic, magnetism was shown to exist in
case of introducing edges by cutting the material to a nanoribbon [2–4],
by adatoms [5,6], or by the presence of vacancies [7].

Even though layered magnetic van der Waals (vdW) crystals have
been known for a long time [8–10], recent experimental achievements
on their exfoliation to monolayer limit made 2D magnetic materials
important candidates for nanoscale spintronic applications [11–13].
Recently synthesized monolayers of semiconducting ferromagnets, CrI3
[14] and Cr2Ge2Te6 [15], have increased the attention on 2D magnetic
materials [16]. In addition, monolayer CrI3 was reported to exhibit
tunable magnetism between FM and AFM phases by either application
of an external electric field [17] or magnetic field [18,19]. Moreover,
recently other novel 2D magnetic monolayers such as RuCl3 [20,21],
VSe2 [22,23], MnSe2 [24], FeCl2 [25], and VCl3 [26], have been added
to library of 2D magnetic materials.

Magnetic layered vdW crystal of VI3 was studied long before the 2D
magnetic materials were discovered [27,28]. In recent studies, VI3 was

reported to exhibit promising structural, magnetic and electronic
properties similar to CrI3 [29,30]. Very recently, 2D form of VI3 was
successfully isolated as a FM semiconductor [31]. It was demonstrated
that VI3 undergoes structural and magnetic phase transitions at 78 and
49 K, respectively. In addition, it was observed that through the
synthesis process, VI3 forms with excessive doping of V atoms. It has
been investigated in many 2D materials that dopants or vacancies can
alter the electronic and magnetic properties of 2D crystals [32] and may
lead to anisotropy in the structure [33].

Motivated by the recent results on 2D VI3,[31] in this study, we
investigate and clarify the effect of experimentally observed excessive V
atoms on the electronic and magnetic properties of dynamically stable
monolayer VI3. Our results reveal that FM ground state and AFM states
of VI3 exhibit distinctive features in their Raman spectra which allows
one to distinguish the magnetic state. In addition, we show that in-
creasing the V dopant level in VI3 leads to the magnetic phase transition
from FM-to-AFM as the structure is fully-doped. Furthermore, the
pristine and fully-doped VI3 structures are shown to display phononic
stability in the range of ±5% biaxial strain with tunable electronic or
magnetic properties. The paper is organized as follows: Details of the
computational methodology are given in Section 2. Results on the
structural, vibrational, and electronic properties of FM and AFM phases
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of VI3 are presented and the effects of different concentrations of ex-
cessive V atoms on electronic and magnetic properties of VI3 are dis-
cussed in Section 3. Magnetic and electronic responses of pristine and
doped VI3 structures to the applied biaxial strain are discussed in Sec-
tion 4. Results are concluded in Section 5.

2. Computational methodology

The structural optimizations, magnetic, electronic, and vibrational
properties of the monolayer VI3 and its V-doped structures were carried
out by means of the first-principles calculations within the density
functional theory (DFT) as implemented in Vienna ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP) [34,35]. Projector augmented-wave (PAW)[36] po-
tentials were used, for V atom 2 electrons in s-orbital and 3 electrons in
d-orbital, total of 5 valence electrons were treated by the PAW poten-
tial. The exchange-correlation functionals were adapted by generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [37].
The van der Waals correction was implemented by the DFT-D3 method
with Becke-Jonson damping [38]. The charge transfer between the in-
dividual atoms was determined by the Bader technique [39].

The convergence criteria for the total energy difference between
consequent steps was taken as −10 5 eV. The kinetic energy cutoff of the
plane-wave basis set was 250 eV in all calculations. Fermi level
broadening was done by Gaussian smearing by using a broadening
width of 0.05 eV was chosen for geometry optimizations. At least 15 Å
of vacuum space was inserted in order to prevent any unphysical in-
teractions between the layers repeated in the out-of-plane direction.
Geometry optimizations of the crystals were allowed until pressures in
all directions are less than 1 kB. The phonon modes both at the Γ point
and in the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) were calculated by using the small
displacement method as implemented in the PHON and PHONOPY
codes [40,41], and the corresponding off-resonant Raman activities
were obtained from the derivative of dielectric constant [42,43].

3. Results

In its primitive unitcell, monolayer VI3 consists of 2-V and 6-I atoms
where each V atom forms VI6 octahedron with I atoms. As shown in
Fig. 1(a) and (b), the edge-shared VI6 octahedrons form a honeycomb
network of V atoms with the space group of R3 similar to the crystal
structure of monolayer CrI3 [44,46]. Crystal structure of VI3 displays
slight structural differences in FM and AFM phases. As listed in Table 1,
the lattice parameters are calculated to be 6.85 Å and 6.75 Å for the FM
and AFM phases, respectively. V-I bond length is found to be 2.74 Å in
FM phase, however, it is found to have three different values (2.69 Å,
2.74 Å, and 2.78 Å) in AFM state. Similarly, V-V atomic distance in FM
phase is found to be 3.96 Å while in AFM phase two values are found,
3.60 Å between the V atoms with the same spin orientation and 4.05 Å
for those having opposite spin orientations. According to the Bader
charge analysis, each V atom donates 1.1 −e to six I atoms in both
magnetic phases. Total energy differences are calculated for both
magnetic phases and FM phase is found to be energetically favorable.
Cohesive energies of FM and AFM phases are calculated to be 3.08 eV
and 3.07 eV per atom, respectively. In addition, work function of FM
and AFM phases are found to be 5.23 eV and 5.18 eV, respectively.
Compare to the work function of 2D magnetic semiconductor CrI3,
which is reported to be 5.35 eV [45], VI3 has lower work function.

Dynamical stability of monolayer VI3 for two different magnetic
states is investigated by calculating their phonon band dispersions
through the whole BZ and are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). The phonon
branches are found to be free from any imaginary frequencies in-
dicating the dynamical stability of monolayer VI3 at both FM and AFM
states, respectively. Apparently, magnetic state of the structure can also
be monitored via phonon band dispersions. Phonon frequencies and
corresponding eigenfunctions are obtained at the Γ point in order to
calculate the first-order off-resonant Raman spectrum for both magnetic

states. The Raman spectrum calculations reveal that both FM and AFM
monolayer VI3 exhibit seven prominent Raman active modes which are
shown below Fig. 1(e).

In order to compare the Raman active modes of both magnetic

Fig. 1. For the FM and AFM states of monolayer VI3; (a, b) top view of the 2 × 1
supercell structure with charge density differences, (c, d) the phonon band
dispersions, (e) corresponding Raman spectra with the vibrational character of
prominent Raman active modes, and (f, g) electronic band dispersions. The
insets show the band dispersions around the Fermi level which is set to zero. Up
and down spin components are denoted by blue and red lines, respectively.
Yellow and blue colors represent up and down magnetic moment, respectively.
The isosurface level of charge density difference is set to 0.02 eV/Å3. (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the web version of this article.)
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phases, phonon modes are labeled from I-to-VII as given in the inset of
Fig. 1(e). The highest frequency optical modes, labeled as VI and VII,
arise from the pure opposite out-of-plane and in-plane vibrations of V
atoms, respectively. The phonon mode-VII is doubly-degenerate for FM

state while a small splitting of 0.8 −cm 1 is found in AFM state due to
different V-V distances. In both magnetic phases, mode-VII is found to
be prominent, however, it displays a phonon softening as the magnetic
phase is switched to AFM state (206.4 −cm 1 for FM and 203.2–202.4

−cm 1 for AFM state). Both the phonon shift and the phonon splittings
can be observed in a Raman measurement in order to distinguish the
magnetic state of the structure. In contrast, the phonon mode-VI is non-
degenerate for both magnetic states and it is shown to be prominent
only at AFM state. In addition, its frequency hardens from 189.7 −cm 1 at
FM state to 191.1 −cm 1 at AFM state. Apparently, the change in the
frequency of in-plane mode (mode-VII) is more significant than mode-
VI due to the variation of V-V distance between two magnetic phases.

Another distinctive feature of Raman spectra can be seen for the
modes labeled as IV and V. In both of the phonon modes, the vibrations
are dominated by I atoms while V atoms have negligible contribution.
The relative frequency shift of the two modes is found to be 20.6 and
16.2 −cm 1 for FM and AFM states, respectively which is significant for
their observation in a Raman measurement. In addition, the Raman
activity ratio of mode-IV to that of mode-V is much greater for AFM
state. In the low-frequency regime (<100 −cm 1), there are three pro-
minent peaks labeled as I, II, and III. The modes I and III are attributed
to the coupled in-plane and out-plane vibrations of I atoms while V
atoms have small in-plane vibrations against each other. In contrast, in
mode II only I atoms have coupled motion. The frequency of mode I is
found to be 47.3 −cm 1 at FM and 45.3 −cm 1 at AFM states that the
frequency difference is still observable. Moreover, the relative fre-
quencies of the modes II and III are calculated to be 7.4 and 8.3 −cm 1 for
FM and AFM states, respectively. Apart from the phonon frequencies,
the high Raman activities of the modes II and III in AFM state are
distinctive features of AFM monolayer VI3. Overall, the calculated
Raman activities and the frequencies of the phonon modes are found to
be valuable for the identification of the magnetic state in monolayer
VI3.

The electronic properties of FM and AFM magnetic states in
monolayer VI3 are found to display semiconducting features with re-
latively different band gaps. As presented in Fig. 1(f) and (g), in the
AFM state, monolayer VI3 exhibits semiconducting behavior with a
band gap of 184 meV for both spin components while the FM state is
found to possess semiconducting character with band gap of 68 meV for
one spin channel. In addition, in FM state the valence band maximum
(VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) for one spin channel are
located at different points in the BZ. The VBM and CBM are located in
between the Γ and the M points resulting in an indirect band gap
nature. In the case of AFM phase, VBM and CBM reside near the Γ and
the K points, respectively in between the Γ-K path. Notably, the two
magnetic states of monolayer VI3 display semiconducting characteristic
with 116 meV difference between their energy band gaps which may be
useful for optically distinguishing the magnetic state of the structure.

In a recent experimental study concerning 2D form of VI3, it was
reported that holes in the center of honeycomb networks of V atoms
have tendency to be occupied by excessive V atoms [31]. In order to
clarify the effect of excessive V atoms on the properties of monolayer
VI3, 1/16, 1/9, 1/4, and fully-doped VI3 structures are formed (see
Fig. 2(a), (b), (e), and (f)). Depending on the dopant level in monolayer
VI3, the atomic bond distances between V-I and V-V are found to vary

Table 1
Calculated parameters for AFM and FM phases of VI3: magnetic state, optimized lattice constants, a = b; distance between V-I, −dV I ; and V-V atoms, −dV V ; total
magnetic moment per primitive cell, μ; total amount of electron received per I atom, ρI ; cohesive energy per atom, ECoh; total energy difference per atom with respect
to the ground state energy, ΔE; work function, Φ; and the energy band gap calculated within GGA, EGGA

gap .

Magnetic a = b −dV I −dV V μ ρI ECoh ΔE Φ EGGA
gap

state (Å) (Å) (Å) (μB) ( −e ) (eV) (meV) (eV) (meV)

FM 6.85 2.74 3.96 4 0.4 3.084 0 5.23 68
AFM 6.75 2.69–2.74–2.78 3.60–4.06 0 0.4 3.073 11 5.18 184

Fig. 2. (a,b) and (e,f) The spin polarized charge density differences (isosurface
level is set to 0.02 eV/Å3) for 1/16, 1/9, 1/4, and fully-doped VI3, respectively.
(c,d) and (g,h) The corresponding electronic band dispersions, respectively. V
doped regions are highlighted by red-dashed circles.
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due to structural changes.
As shown in Fig. 2, FM ground state of VI3 is robust in partially-

doped VI3 structures, however, AFM state is found to be more favorable
as the monolayer VI3 is fully-doped. The structural transition from VI3
to VI2 has a significant effect on the magnetic ground state of the
structure. The electronic band dispersions for each doped-VI3 structures
are presented in Fig. 2(c), (d), (g), and (h). For the low dopant con-
centrations, i.e. for 1/16 and 1/9, structure exhibits half-metallic be-
havior in its ground state. As shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d), the direct and
indirect energy band gaps for the semiconducting spin channels are
calculated to be 1.98 and 1.92 eV for 1/16 and 1/9 doping levels, re-
spectively. As the doping concentration increases to 1/4, structure turns
into a semiconductor for both spin-channels (see Fig. 2(g)). The cal-
culated band gaps are 0.34 and 2.01 eV for different spin components.
In addition, the global band gap, 0.34 eV, is found to possess indirect
nature. In the case of fully-doped structure (monolayer VI2), the elec-
tronic bands are degenerate due to AFM ground state and the structure
is an indirect band gap semiconductor with a band gap of 1.16 eV. It is
seen that electronically monolayer VI3 is found to exhibit semi-
conducting behavior at least for one spin-channel for different doping
levels. In addition, the electronic band gap tunability via V doping (in a
wide range of 0.34–1.98 eV) of monolayer VI3 increases its importance
in optoelectronic device applications.

4. Strain engineering in monolayer VI3

Strain is a common effect which can occur in 2D materials either
naturally or externally as a controllable tool for altering the electronic
and magnetic properties of the material [47,48]. In addition, strain was
reported to be a useful tool for switching the magnetic state of a ma-
terial [49,21]. As in the case of doping, application of strain may affect
magnetic and electronic properties of the magnetic monolayer mate-
rials. Here, the effect of biaxial strain on dynamical, electronic, and
magnetic properties of VI3 are investigated in accordance with V
doping.

In the case of pristine, 1/9 doped, and 1/4 doped monolayer VI3, the
total energy differences per atom between FM and AFM states increase
as the structures are biaxially stretched (see in Fig. 3(a)), however,
magnetic ground state remains as FM except for the pristine monolayer
as the structure is biaxially compressed with strain strengths larger than
4%. At 5% of compressive strain, pristine monolayer VI3 undergoes a
FM-to-AFM magnetic phase transition. For the 1/4 and 1/9 doped
structures, compressive biaxial strain results in decreasing of the energy
difference between two magnetic states. Decreasing energy difference
between FM and AFM phases indicates that under adequate compres-
sive strain magnetic phase transition may occur, however, under such
compression dynamical stability of doped VI3 crystal is crucial. On the
other hand, for the fully-doped monolayer VI3, a magnetic phase
transition from AFM-to-FM state occurs over 4% of tensile strain which
is quite important for the control of magnetic state in doped-VI3
structures with mechanical strain. In addition, effect of strain on
magnetism of V atoms in pristine and doped structures are examined.
Pristine, 1/4 and 1/9 doped structures are found to have lower mag-
netic moment under compressive strain and higher magnetic moment
under tensile strain, as it is presented in Fig. 3(b).

In order to investigate the dynamical stability of the structures
under applied strain, the phonon band dispersions are calculated for
pristine and fully-doped monolayer VI3, at 5% of compressive and
tensile strains and the results are presented in Supplementary
Information. The phononic stability is found to be retained in both
structures for FM and AFM magnetic states.

The effect of biaxial strain on electronic band dispersions of pristine,
1/9 V doped, 1/4 V doped, and fully-doped monolayer VI3 are in-
vestigated and the results are presented in Fig. 4(a–h). In AFM phase of
pristine VI3 semiconducting behavior is found to be robust for both
compressive and tensile strains while in FM phase transforms from

semiconductor to half-metal under compressive strain. Under tensile
strain, FM phase of pristine VI3 retains its semiconducting property. 1/
9 V doped VI3 is found to be semiconductor in its AFM phase at strain-
free structure and its band gap increases with increasing compressive
strain while it decreases with increasing tensile strain. Importantly, FM
1/9 V doped structure undergoes half-metallic-to-semiconducting be-
havior with increasing tensile strain. The 1/4 doped monolayer VI3 is
found to display robust metallic nature via applied strain in its AFM
state. Moreover, its FM structure exhibits robust semiconducting be-
havior with varying electronic band gap which increases with in-
creasing tensile strain. However, its electronic band structure at 5% of
compressive strain (see Fig. 4(e)) shows that the structure has tendency
to possess transition to a metallic state over 5% of compressive strain.
In the case of fully-doped monolayer VI3, the band gap and semi-
conducting nature of AFM state are preserved while the magnetic state
switches to FM over 4% of tensile strain with robust semiconducting
behavior. Apparently, partially-doped VI3 structures display robust
magnetic phases under applied biaxial strain while pristine and fully-
doped structures undergo magnetic phase transitions with robust
semiconducting natures.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the dopant- and strain-dependent structural, magnetic,
electronic, and vibrational properties of recently synthesized monolayer
VI3 were investigated in order to clarify the observations in the recent

Fig. 3. The effect of biaxial strain on the (a) total energy differences of FM and
AFM states in pristine, 1/9 V doped, 1/4 V doped, and fully-doped VI3. (b)
magnetic moment per V atom in pristine, 1/9 V doped, 1/4 V doped, and fully-
doped VI3.
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experiment. Total energy optimizations indicated that in its dynami-
cally stable structure, monolayer VI3 possesses FM, semiconducting
ground state. The FM and AFM states of VI3 were found to display
distinctive vibrational features in their Raman spectra which is useful
for distinguishing the magnetic phase. Our analysis on magnetic and
electronic properties of the V-doped VI3 structures revealed that as
monolayer VI3 is fully-doped by V atoms, it displays a structural phase
transition to VI2 which exhibits AFM semiconducting behavior with a
relatively larger band gap in its ground state. Contrarily, for the doping
levels in lower concentrations (1/16, 1/9, and 1/4) the FM state re-
mains as the ground state with tunable electronic band gap depending

on the doping level. Moreover, it was revealed that both pristine and
fully-doped-VI3 display phononic stability under applied tensile and
compressive biaxial strains which is quite important for nanoelastic
applications of monolayer VI3. Notably, pristine and fully-doped VI3
structures were shown to exhibit magnetic phase transitions under
compressive and tensile strains, respectively. Further analysis on strain-
dependent electronic band dispersions revealed that pristine and fully-
doped VI3 have robust electronic properties while partially-doped
structures exhibit robust magnetic states with varying electronic prop-
erties.

Fig. 4. The strain-dependent electronic band dispersions of monolayer VI3 for; (a) FM and (b) AFM pristine, (c) FM and (d) AFM 1/9 V doped, (e) FM and (f) AFM 1/
4 V doped, (g) FM, and (h) AFM fully-doped structures. The insets show the strain dependent electronic band structures of 5% compressed FM pristine and 5%
stretched AFM 1/9 doped VI3 structures.
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